Abstract: Novel, large-area silicon drift detectors (SDDs) have been developed to perform precision measurements of kaonic atom X-ray spectroscopy, for the study the KN strong interaction in the low-energy regime. These devices have special geometries, field configurations and read-out electronics, resulting in excellent performances in terms of linearity, stability and energy resolution. In this work the SDDs energy response in the energy region between 4000 eV and 12,000 eV is reported, revealing a stable linear response within 1 eV and good energy resolution.
Introduction
The main advantage of semiconductor X-ray detectors is the much lower energy required to create electron-hole pairs with respect to a gas detector, giving a greater number of charge carriers produced and, consequently, a better energy resolution. A silicon drift detector (SDD) consists of a double sided fully depleted silicon wafer with a cylindrical shape [1] [2] [3] where the n − bulk is sided by a p + concentric ring strips and p + non-structured layer which forms the radiation entrance window. The radial drift field focuses the electrons produced by the absorbed radiation to the n + small anode placed in the centre of the p + strips side. The small value of the anode capacitance increases the amplitude of the output signal, giving good energy resolution and low noise in the subsequent electronic components also in high-count rate measurements. Since the anode capacitance is independent from the active area [4] , these detectors can be built with a large active area. Furthermore, thanks to their reduced thickness, they can handle background events caused by high-energy particles still maintaining almost 100% efficiency for 8 keV X-rays.
The development of new SDD technologies dedicated to kaonic atom spectroscopy brought improvement in device performance with respect to past silicon detectors, allowing more precise and challenging measurements [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . New monolithic SDD arrays have been developed by Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK, Italy), together with Politecnico di Milano (PoliMi, Italy), Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare-Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (LNF-INFN, Italy) and Stefan Meyer Institute (SMI, Austria), to perform precise measurements of kaonic atom transitions at LNF-INFN and J-PARC.
The characterization and optimization of the energy response of the SDD detectors under temperature and voltage variations will be reported.
Materials and Methods
The SDD monolithic array is 450 µm thick and consists of a 2 × 4 matrix of square cells, each with an active area of 0.64 mm 2 , glued on an Alumina carrier. The ceramic carrier provides a common polarization for all the devices to the following electrodes: The ring closest to the anode (R1), the outermost ring (RN) on the p + rings side and to the non-structured contact on the opposite side (Back). Keeping the voltage supplied to the R1 fixed at 15 V and moving the biasing of RN and Back (with fixed ratio RN/Back = 2), one can adjust the drift field inside the detector (V Dri f t ), optimizing the electron collection to the anode.
The ceramic carrier is screwed on top of an aluminium holder block, to protect the bonding and to cool the SDDs down to 120 K. The detector is placed inside a vacuum chamber (Figure 1a ) with a Φ = 60 mm mylar window on top, a CONFLAT DN40 flange on one side for vacuum pumping and two Fischer (20 pin) vacuum connectors both for detector feed-throughs and temperature-pressure readings. The high vacuum (10 −7 mbar) inside the chamber is obtained by a 80 L/s dry turbo molecular pump and a dry multistage "scroll" pump, which avoids detector surface contamination during the cooling. A dry air (high purity N 2 gas) flux keeps the system clean when the pumping is off and speeds up the detector heating from 250 K to room temperature without adding contaminants. The detector is screwed on a cold finger attached to an external cryostat, providing any intermediate temperature between 100 K and 250 K with a stability of 0.1 K. An additional detector surface protection, made by a suitable aluminium support, surrounds the detector and holds a 7.25 µm Mylar foil to prevent any residual gas condensation on its surface during the cooling.
Lastly, Al-Mylar foils shield the internal walls close to the cold finger from radiative heating.
The target is made of strips of titanium (Ti), iron (Fe) and copper (Cu) fixed on an epoxy plate encapsulating powder of potassium bromine (KBr) and provides fluorescent emission lines in the range 4500 eV to 12000 eV. The target is anchored on an aluminium support at 45 • with respect to the detector surface, as showed in Figure 1b . A tungsten (W) anode X-ray tube (HXR 55-50-01, Oxford Instruments, Abingdon, UK) shines on the target parallel to the entrance window, inducing the X-ray fluorescence. This "reflection-like" configuration optimizes the solid angle for both the detector placement and the X-ray activation beam, maximizing the signal over background ratio.
Results and Discussion

Energy Calibration
The collected spectra have been calibrated in energy using the K α peaks of the excited elements of the target, fitted with a single function consisting in a sum of Gaussians and tails for the fluorescence lines and an exponential function to describe the background [12] . As an example, Figure 2 shows the fitted spectrum used for the calibration of a fluorescence spectrum obtained at T SDD = 121.6 ± 0.1 K and V Dri f t = 140.0 ± 0.1 V. A linear fit interpolates the calibration points, whose coordinates are the theoretical (P label i ) and the experimental values of each K α peak, as showed in Figure 3a . The slope of the function, in eV/ch units, gives the gain parameter (g) of the spectrum. The difference between each K α calibrated position (P cal i ), with respect to its corresponding theoretical value, gives the residual plot shown in the Figure 3b , used for the evaluation of the system linearity. The distribution reveals that the distance of each calibrated peak from the theoretical value is below 1 eV, so the systematic error in the evaluation of the peak position over the whole energy region is better than 1 eV.
The procedure has been performed for a set of measurements, collected by varying V Dri f t , evaluating the linearity parameter (l) by using Equation (1):
(1) Keeping fixed the R1 polarization at 15.0 ± 0.1 V and the SDD temperature at 121.6 ± 0.1 K, a linearity and gain study has been performed in the V Dri f t range between 100-180 V, with the results summarized in Figure 4 . Starting from the lower voltage up to 175.0 ± 0.1 V the distribution of the points is stable for both residuals and gain. For the points below 175 V, the mean value of the linearity is set around 1 eV, consistent with the previous evaluation. By moving the V Dri f t up to 180 V, the excellent linear response of the system is suddenly lost, resulting in an increment of the residuals up to 2.5 eV.
This trend is reflected also in the gain plot, which presents a sharp rise at V Dri f t = 180.0 ± 0.1 V. It reveals that the peak position on the ADC spectra are shifted downward with respect to the lower voltages, as shown also in Figure 5a , where the overlap of two non-calibrated spectra collected at different V Dri f t are presented. This behaviour indicates a reduced amount of charge collected to the anode. The incomplete charge collection is related to the high voltage applied, which moves the focus of the drift field away from the anode [13] . In addition to the previous considerations, Figure 5b shows that the spectrum collected 2 V above 180 V, presents also a sensible energy resolution worsening. 
Stability
An important aspect of the SDD system to be used in kaonic atom experiments is its stability over a long running period. To evaluate it, a spectrum collected over two days of running has been sampled in intervals of two hours.
The following parameters of the data taking were stable during the test: The stability has been verified from the calibrated values of the Fe K α peak, using the K α lines of titanium and bromine to obtain the ADC to eV conversion of the spectrum.
The results are plotted in Figure 6 . The values obtained from the analysis are fluctuating around the reference value of the Fe K α line (the weighted mean value of Fe K α1 and K α2 is 6399.64 eV). An oscillating trend, with an amplitude around 1 eV is present. This can be due to temperature variations between day and night in the laboratory, which affect the readout electronic. The mean value of the calibrated peak position over the whole range is 6399.8 ± 0.4 eV and differs by 0.2 eV from the reference value, consistently with the systematic error previously evaluated.
Energy Resolution
The energy resolution reflects the detector accuracy in the determination of the incoming radiation energy. For the SDDs, the total energy resolution (∆E 2 tot ) results from the sum of three distinct contributions, as described by Equation (2):
( 2) where:
• ∆E 2 intr is the intrinsic spread given by the statistical fluctuation in the number of the charge created by the incoming radiation. For a Gaussian distribution, it is due to the energy of the line (E i ), the electron hole pair creation energy ( ) and the correction of the Fano factor (F), accordingly to the relation
is the thermal and electronic noise contribution; • ∆E 2 c.c. is due to the incomplete charge collection;
As showed in the previous analysis concerning the linear response of the detectors, the contribution due to the incomplete charge collection is negligible below 180 V.
The energy resolution has been investigated as a function both of drift field and temperature, and, given [14] , the Fano factor has been extracted from the Fe K α and Ti K α peaks. Figure 7a shows the FWHM, expressed in eV, of Fe K α and Ti K α in the range between 100.0 V and 170.0 V, for a fixed temperature of 123.1 ± 0.1 K. The red dots are for Fe K α FWHM, while the blue dots are for Ti K α FWHM. The width of the peaks is stable over the scan, meaning that the energy resolution of the SDD is not sensitive to the bias of the electrodes inside a wide range of applied V Dri f t . The intrinsic contribution of the detector resolution, resulting from the obtained values of the Fano factor, reflects that the Gaussian widening of the peak, due to the pair creation statistics, is not affected by the drift field in the investigated range. The mean value experimentally obtained for the Fano factor is 0.118 ± 0.009.
A temperature scan has been done fixing V Dri f t at 140.0 ± 0.1 V and increasing the detector temperature from 123.1 ± 0.1 K up to 233.1 ± 0.1 K. Figure 8a shows that the energy resolution is quite constant below 170 K, while a relevant peak broadening is detected starting from 180 K up. For this study, the Fano factor results to be stable (Figure 8b) , with a mean value of 0.116 ± 0.009, compatible to the previous result. Since the intrinsic contribution of the peak widening is not affected by the temperature as demonstrated by the Fano factor distribution, the energy resolution worsening with the temperature is associated to an higher thermal noise inside the detector. Its increment is due to the larger number of carriers created by thermal excitation (leakage current). Thus, a progressive cooling of the device ensures lower leakage current, as well as higher performances in terms of energy resolution. 
Conclusions
The work presented in this paper qualifies and optimizes the new technology of silicon drift detectors to be used for precision measurements of kaonic atom X-ray transitions. The detectors are stable and linear within 1 eV in the energy range between 4500-12000 eV, which means that the relative systematic error is at the level of 10 −4 . The voltage scan grants that the common polarization of the eight units of the matrix has no drawbacks in terms of linearity for a wide range, below an upper limit set by a not efficient charge collection to anode. Likewise, the energy resolution is not affected by the variation of the drift field inside the detector, in the range of the stable linear response. The intrinsic resolution, extracted by the width of the Ti and Fe K α peaks, results as independent from the collecting field, giving a mean value for the Fano factor equal to 0.118 ± 0.009.
A temperature scan shows that the widening of the peaks is due to an increment of the leakage current inside the detector, testifying that the cooling of the device ensures the best performances. The intrinsic contribution is constant, resulting in a Fano factor value of 0.116 ± 0.009.
The analysis of the silicon drift detector energy response presented in this work optimizes the working conditions of the device, indicating them as excellent candidates for precision measurements of kaonic atom X-ray transitions. 
